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While you were distracted
One of the key techniques in magic, deception, politics, and war is distraction. In the legal
realm, the notion of relevance is critical to the proffering and admission of evidence relative to
a matter at hand. But in other fields, irrelevant information is used to distract, obfuscate,
falsely equivocate, and otherwise throw crap into the mixmaster of the mind and generally
muck up its works. The effect is bad decisions.
Your society was destroyed
The problem comes when truth is so rare a quantity that, protected by the bodyguard of lies,
the tail wags the dog. Now is the time for all good women to come to the aide of their country
and overthrow the attempted coup of the Moscovian candidate. These are the distractions.
And this is the key to social destruction.
The shame of the edges
While the US Republicans declare the FBI corrupt in order to gain political favor among the
extremists who elected and are now electing sexual sycophants who cozy up to morality
along with religious institutions declaring the other political side to be worse than child
molestation, the US Democrats expunge some of their best and brightest for undesired kisses
declaring zero tolerance for the human condition, while claiming moral authority by not
decrying murderers and drug lords who continue to operate under their protection. When
those in the middle declare a pox on both their houses, they cut their own throats because
there are only two houses here, and thus they declare a pox on themselves. Shame on both
extremes and shame on the middle for not standing up sooner (in time?)
Is it unrecoverable?
I certainly hope not but fear so. The proximate cause? The Internet of everything? The decay
of all barriers? The equivocation of all? Too easy a life? Systematic destruction of education?
Intentional ignorance of science? Money? Power? Corruption? Can you list many more? It’s
none of these! These are the symptoms.
•

The disease is the imperfection of people.

•

It is amplified by the exposure of it all to systematic exploitation in high volume.

•

It is the ultimate end of information attack.

World War 3: We are losing it and most of us didn’t even know we were fighting in it. Don’t
claim to be surprised. It was written in 2006 and has been freely available over the Internet for
most of the time since then.
Conclusion
Get smart about this right away. Start acting in your own and your society’s best interest.
Otherwise we are all doomed to fall into a hot cyber war. Consider this; if WW2 Germany had
cybernetic systems as good as those available today, the resistance would have failed, the
US could have been kept out of the war, and Germany may well have won.
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